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Question No.l (25 marks) ,,
a)What is a machine ?

.- 60o from the inner dead center'
v

(MARKsl

(sl
b)ln a Whitworth quick return motion as shown in Fig.l, OA is a crank rotating at

constant speed 30 rpm in clockwise direction. The dimensions of various l inks

are: OA =150 fiun, OC =100 ffiffi, CD =125 filtrt, and DR +500 mm. Determine:

l-The velocity and acceleration of the sliding block R'

2-The torque required on the crank OA to maintain static force equil ibrium,

if a force of 2 kN acts on the block R as shown in Fig.l. (20)
O Question No. 2 {20 marks}

a)Define the function of the flywheel ? ( 5 )
b)The torque exerted on the crank-shaft of an engine is given by the equation;

T = 100 + 50 sin 20 -25 cos 20 N.m

Where 0 is the crank angle displacement from the inner dead center. Assuming

the resisting torque to be constant and the engine with two stroke. Determine:-

a)The horse power HP of the engine when the speed is 300 rpm.

b)The mass of the flywheel, of radius of gyration 0.25 m, if the speed variation is

not exceedtO.S % of the mean speed , and

c)The angular acceleration of the flywheel when the crank has turned through
(1s)

Fig.1
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Question No.3 (25 marks)
4o

a)Find the path of contact and'the contact ratio for a smaller gear ol lE teeth,
(its pitch circle radius is 5 cm and addendum circle radius ii s.i5 cm), diivei i

wheel of 80 teeth, (its pitch circle radius is 10 cm and addendum circle radius

10.25 cm)), at pressure angle 20o. Also, determine the maximum sliding velocity

between the teeth if the pinion (smaller gear) rotates at 200 rpm. (10 )
blDetermine the speed and direction of rotation of gear (A) in the planetary gear

train shown in Fig.2, if the speed of gear (H) is 50 rpm in clockwise direction and

speed of the arrn-(*)-is{$0{pm in clockwise directisn and theleeth numbers of

the gears are as follows:

Tp,=24,Te = 30,  Tg = 60,  To = 52,  Tr  = 72,T6= 18,  Tn= 35 Teeth ( ls)

Quest ion No.4 (15 marks)

A cam rotating clockwise at a uniform speed pf 1000 rpm is required to give a

roller follower the motion that defined below:

t-Follower to move outward through 50 mm during tz}o of the cam rotation,

2-Follower to dwell for next 50o of cam rotation,

3-Follower to return to its starting position during next 90o of cam rotation,

4-Follower to dwell for the rest of the cam rotation.

The minimum radius of the cam is 50 mm and the diameter of rol ler is 10 mm.

The line of stroke of the follower is off-set by 20 mm from the axis of the cam shaft.

lf the displacement of the follower takes place with uniform and equal acceleration

and retardation on both the outward and return strokes, draw the profi le of the

return stroke. (1s)
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